Ford ranger power window problems

Ford vehicles use electric motors to turn the window regulator in models equipped with power
windows. These motors can wear out, the fuses can blow, or other electrical problems could
occur that can prevent the window from moving properly. Troubleshooting most Ford electric
windows will take the average weekend mechanic about an hour. Check the fuses for burned
out filaments by pulling the appropriate fuse and viewing it. Most Fords will have transparent
fuses, and the filament can be checked with a bright light or in sunlight. Many Fords come with
a fuse puller located in the interior fuse block cover. This small puller is a simple pair of clips
that grab the edges of a blade-style fuse. There may be a secondary fuse block under the hood
on the driver's side wheel well. It has larger blade fuses for protecting the computer and
subsystems from damage. Replace any blown fuses and check the window's operation. Test the
window operation in relation to the other windows in the vehicle. If only one window is
inoperable but the others work, the problem could be a switch or a failing or bad electric motor.
Switch replacement is fairly easy in most Fords as they simply pop out of the door panel
openings with slight pressure from a screwdriver. Unplug the switch assembly, replace it with a
new unit and press it back into the door panel. Test the window for operation. Check the
window glass for excessive play or signs of a "slipped track. Repair this by removing the door
panel turn the armrest bolts and door handle screws counterclockwise, then disengage the pop
rivets and removing the motor by unplugging it along with the mount bolts. Replace the entire
window regulator if the hinges and internals cannot be repaired. Replace the motor by pressing
it into the window regulator gears, then securing the mount bolts and reconnecting it to the
harness. Replace the door panel and switches, then test the window. Check for operation of the
window with the engine on and off, and with the key in different positions. Some Fords are
notorious for having accessory issues related to the ignition switch. Intermittent windows, or
bizarre operation, could be indicative of this problem or an issue with the computer. During the
s and s, Ford computers were used to control a variety of accessories. Eli Laurens is a
ninth-grade physics teacher as well as a computer programmer and writer. He studied electrical
engineering and architecture at Southern Polytechnic University in Marietta, Ga. Step 1 Check
the fuses for burned out filaments by pulling the appropriate fuse and viewing it. Step 2 Test the
window operation in relation to the other windows in the vehicle. Step 3 Check the window
glass for excessive play or signs of a "slipped track. Socket set Fuses Fuse puller Circuit tester.
Use extreme caution when working on a Ford's electrical system or computer. Ford Ranger
owners have reported 4 problems related to power window under the visibility category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Ford Ranger based on all problems reported for the Ranger. Consumer
was traveling about 45mph on the highway andtailgate door just opened on its on. This incident
happen several times. See all problems of the Ford Ranger. When exiting vehicle and shutting
door heard something hit the ground. Consumer thought it was keys. Next morning, driver's
side super cab window busted from the inside. Consumer did not slam door, and no one busted
it. It broke from inside. Consumer felt window should not have broken that easily. Driver' s leg
hits power window control during turns. Car Problems. Power Window problem of the Ford
Ranger 1. Power Window problem of the Ford Ranger 2. Power Window problem of the Ford
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Date: Oct Posts: 6. Power window problem. Hey everyone, got my first Ranger and I've got a
problem with the power window. The passenger's works fine but the driver's doesn't. If I press
it, I can hear the relay click so I know I'm getting some power but it doesn't always go down or
up and it often gets stuck. I figure it's the regulator but I'm not too sure, any ideas? Re: Power
window problem. Join Date: Dec Posts: 1, Join Date: Jan Posts: I'm having the same issue.
Driver window wont go down. The relay clicks, and I can feel the motor try to move if I put my
hand on it. I'm thinking it's either the motor or the track or window seals are causing too much
resistance. I want to say that there is a breaker in the system that trips when the window
encounters high resistance or friction, ie: all the way up or down. Once I get the time I'm going
to drill a hole in the door and remove the motor to test it off of the truck. View Public Profile
Send a private message to Areyouforcereal? Find all posts by Areyouforcereal? Join Date: Apr
In looking for answers to my specific problem I came across this one and felt I could dump
some of my experience for my next time or maybe somebody else, who knows? On mine, I had
functioning mirrors and door locks but no windows so this may be of limited help on the OP
problem. Maybe others will find it useful. First, I found no power at the window switch. I mistook
a light blue no stripe I think wire at a yellow relay under the steering column for the power to the
door and window. I saw 12V at the relay so I thought I had a broken wire. The connector uses a
one of those plastic push pins to hold it on a bracket behind the steering column. It is tough to

see, detach, and trace, especially with AC joint spurs cutting into my bursas and rotator cuffs
Too many shovels, rakes, baseball, and wheelbarrows. In some of my reading in this forum and
other searches, it was mentioned that the two sides were independent except for the power so I
decided to try to trace from the passenger side window. I found the bad relay behind the
passenger side kick panel. I think it is called the Auto Window Relay how appropriate, right?
The relay base connectors had some corrosion so rebuild hints for those ends are welcome.
Most connectors have a tab that keeps the spade connector in the base but make it a pain to
remove. Worst case, I will just bypass the base and use spade crimp-ons but prefer using the
base if I can find new female ends made for it. I think all of my problems will be attributable to
this one relay but have not looked hard at the circuit diagram yet. The relay location diagram is
not so good, imo. Maybe I will post all of that stuff with clear info on what relay is what. There
are other black boxes of course, complicating things, including on each side of the radio and to
the left of the glove box, and I think one in the passenger side kick panel. Wadda pita. My
Ranger had been wrecked on the passenger side before I got it. I believe the owner did some
kind of maneuver that ended up with the truck in a ditch and I now think that front passenger
side corner might have ended up in some water. I know they did a great job on the repair of
suspension, seeing some newer looking heavy components. She tracks perfectly, sits pretty,
and the body shows no other problems there. I did not see any other evidence of water under
the kick panel. Anyways, I am amazed the relay worked at all and only failed after my owning it
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